
Professor Leighton’s rules for thesis writing 

 

1. We are story tellers. Your thesis should tell a narrative, a story. That goes for the 

whole thesis, how each chapter runs into the next, and satisfies the reader what is 

the logic behind why he or she is moving from one subsection to the next. It also 

applies to the literature review. Your literature review should never be just a list of 

papers, with a summary of each. You should introduce papers into your story as 

and when they are needed, to provide the evidence, background and ‘further 

reading’ to which you believe a reader must have access. Tell a story. Put yourself 

in the mind of the examiner. They were not there during the research. The ‘story’ 

seldom reflects the chronological order in which events happened. Signpost the 

story for them. At the end of each chapter summarize briefly what this chapter 

explained and then explain why it logically leads you to address the issues that you 

are about to discuss in the next chapter. At the end of the Introduction (usually end 

of chapter 1), outline what all chapters will show, and go through this argument 

again at the conclusion of the thesis. It will sound repetitive to you, but the 

examiner will probably appreciate it. Start with a thesis plan, and assess how many 

pages you will assign to each section of the thesis plan to ensure that the thesis 

exceeds 100 pages but is less than 200 pages long.  

 

2. A well-written thesis takes me 5 solid days to read and correct. A poorly-written 

one takes up to 20 days. Not counting the ISVR MSc theses and the external 

examining of PhD theses, let us suppose that if I have 8 PhD students who each 

hand me 2 thesis drafts in the year, then assuming the later are well-written  (5 

days each) that comes to 2 x 8 x 5 = 80 days (or, if poorly written, 2 x 8 x 20 = 320 

days). Given that there are about 210 working days in the year to fit in all my jobs, 

you can see that, if I only read and correct theses and nothing more, there are not 

enough days in the year to do the job if they are poorly written. Therefore you 

must ensure that they are well-written before I receive them. It is very bad if you 

receive back a thesis from me and I have had to identify sentences where I cannot 

understand the meaning, let alone figures that are crosses in boxes because the 

printer cannot recognize the Matlab format. Therefore before you submit a draft to 

me, give a page each to your circle of English-speaking friends (preferably getting 

them to read the page out loud). You will have written nonsense in your thesis, but 

will not be able to see it as you will read what you think you wrote, not what is on 

the page. This is very important: think about how much difference it makes to you 

if I can read a well-written thesis in 5 days, as opposed to trying to fit the 20 days 

of actual reading and correcting a poorly-written thesis into my normal working 

schedule. 

 

3. You will write sentences that are too long – watch out for them. Use simple short 

sentences for the majority of your writing.  

 

4. Avoid non-standard jargon. Ask yourself if the reader is likely to know the 

technical terms you use, and only make up your own when you absolutely must 

(and then please define those terms clearly, preferably using equations and words). 

 

5. Use a symbols list. If you use The Acoustic Bubble list as a basis, it will help you 

avoid repetition. Use one symbol per definition, and one definition per symbol. 

Variables should be in italics, and labels should not (mostly this affects subscripts). 

Define each symbol and abbreviation the first time it is used in the main body of 

the text, and not afterwards unless to emphasize some point. Also define it in the 

symbols list. The same is true for abbreviations. A figure or an equation on its own 

is insufficient to define a symbol: words are also required. 
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6. Every sentence should begin with the capital letter of an English word or proper 

name. Never begin a sentence with abbreviations, symbols or digits.  

 

7. Every time a given symbol appears in your thesis (text, symbols list, equation, 

figure, figure caption, graph axes etc.) it should use exactly the same font and 

style. The size should be identical in the equations and main body of text and 

symbols list, unless it appears as a superscript or subscript. 

 

8. Make sure all graph axes and unambiguously labelled with words, symbols and 

units (from which the dimension of the numbers can be inferred – if the numbers 

on the axes are dimensionless, say that on the axis label). I recall someone writing 

'bubble wall (microns)' and one reader took it to be 'bubble radius, another thought 

it was  'bubble diameter, and a third thought it was  'bubble pulsation displacement 

amplitude'. It turned out to be the distance of the bubble to the solid planar wall, 

but then when questioned the student could not remember if it was measured from 

the wall to the centre of the bubble, or from the wall to the point on the bubble 

wall closest to the solid wall.  It finally turned out to be one of those, normalized to 

the bubble radius (i.e. dimensionless, so the ‘microns’ in the label was a mistake). 

 

9. Be careful when comparing two things. Never use subjective terms like ‘agree 

well’. Do not just compare the means: Remember that 60+/-40 is consistent with 

100+/-2, but 90+/-2 is not consistent with 100+/-2. Conduct appropriate tests for 

significance. Sometimes outliers need to be averaged out of the data, but 

sometimes you are interested in the outliers in the data because they show cases of 

genuine hypersensitivity, in which case averaging with a population of normal 

sensitivity will hide this important feature. There is no ‘believe’: there is only 

‘prove’ or ‘disprove’. Note that sometimes the comparison might be implicit (like 

when you use the words ‘high/big/small/low/intense’) and on their own these 

might mean little (if you describe an acoustic field as ‘intense’, do you mean 

‘compared to those that are normally heard’ or ‘compared to those normally used 

to generate radiation force effects’?) – beware of using the implicit comparison 

without also giving numbers to quantify what you are writing about. 

 

10. Don’t take short cuts by referencing the PhD theses of previous students unless the 

material is there and nowhere else. Get the original refs they used, or papers that 

were written based on the thesis. Useful past references from the group can be 

found and downloaded from http://www.isvr.soton.ac.uk/STAFF/Pubs/pubs90.htm 

.  Be very careful about taking material from web pages: formal peer reviewed 

articles should be used wherever possible. 

 

11. Use your spell checker. Do a global search for mistakes which the spell checker 

will not pick up. For example, students often write ‘form’ instead of ‘from’, and 

since ‘form’ is not often used in theses, do a global search to check for it. The 

same applies to writing ‘ration’ instead of ‘ratio’. Be aware of software-specific 

error indicators (e.g. with Microsoft Word, always search your final draft for 

‘Error!’ after you have selected all and pressed F9). 

 

12. Number every equation. Treat equations as if they were words in the text, so 

follow them with commas and full stops in line in most instances. If Word does 

stupid things (like capitalising ‘where’ when you write it after an equation), undo 

the autocorrect option that causes it. When putting punctuation after every 

equation, which should you use… a comma or full stop? Because commas should 

be followed by lower case letters in the next word in the text, but because 

Microsoft word capitalises new paragraphs, it is often safer to place a full stop 
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after an equation and follow it by 'Here' rather than 'Where' unless you go through 

and make the 'w' of 'where' lower case. If you have a long equation, split it over 2 

lines, rather than shrink the font size, and check that items do not get clipped off 

the end of the equation. 

 

13. It is advisable to start renumbering figures and equations from the start of each 

chapter (e.g. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3). It makes it easier when you insert new figures earlier in 

the thesis. If you chose not to do this, and instead to run the numbers continuously 

through the thesis, then make sure you have some scheme for automatically 

renumbering them (in which case check this scheme works with cross-referencing, 

and is something standard that someone else can use if, for example, you rely on 

someone else to make papers out of your thesis). Use the software that is most 

commonly used, especially taking note which one your supervisor uses (Microsoft 

Word, Latex etc.) because if you use something that others do not, they cannot 

easily help you in editing or turning the thesis into papers.  

 

14. Use spaces with care. Place blank lines before and after equations, and below the 

caption of figures. It is usually best to use a different style (smaller font, italics 

etc.) for the caption compared to that used for the body of the text. Always have a 

space after the digit and before the units (usually SI), after full stops at the end of 

sentences, and before opening brackets (including when the brackets are used for 

references). Please avoid a caption being on a different page to the figure/table it 

describes. Avoid big blank spaces taking up the lower half or more of a page, 

which are usually the result of the author deciding to start every new section on a 

new page (do this only for chapters, not sections), or have many figures close 

together without thought of layout.  

 

15. The default line width and font size with which Matlab plots figures are both too 

small for use in thesis an journal figures. Change the settings. If you use colour, try 

to use a system that will also make sense when copies into black and white (a 

yellow-to-brown colour scale will, but a red-to-blue one will not). For example, if 

you use lines of different colours that will look the same in black and white, make 

one dotted). 

 

16. Use a referencing style of the type you see in journals. If the instructions to authors 

give you a method, stick to it. If not, use either numbers (preferably [1], or a 

subscript 1 I you insist) or Minnaert (1993), Neppiras and Nyborg (1959) or 

Leighton et al. (2004) for papers with 1, 2 or 3 authors respectively (note first 

names and initials should not be shown). Be consistent throughout the reference 

list, and be consistent when you cite a reference from the text. The easiest 

carelessness for an examiner to spot is when a reference list fails to be consistent 

in where it places the year, the initials, and the use of brackets, full stops, commas 

etc. in listing reference. Use a referencing style that includes the paper title and the 

start and end pages. List all authors for each paper in the reference list unless 

specifically instructed not to by the ‘Instructions for Authors’. However in the 

body of the text, if a journal has more than 2 authors, name the first one only 

followed by ‘et al.’ (noting use of italics and full stop to indicate an abbreviation), 

as shown above.  

 

17. Keep to a constant tense: there is a temptation to use the present tense when 

referring to papers, but it is usually best to refer to the past tense, since what a 

paper said when it was published is fixed, but a living author can change their 

mind. For example, “Joseph and Nelson [1984] found that the Spectrum ZX was 

the most powerful PC” is acceptable if the paper by Joseph and Nelson stated, in 

1984, that the Spectrum ZX was the most powerful PC of the ones they tested. But 



it would be wrong to say “Joseph and Nelson [1994] find the Spectrum ZX was the 

most powerful PC” because those two authors have since changed their mind as 

better computers are today available.   

 

18. If a reference is included in the main text in the form of ‘[19]’ or ‘(Leighton, 

1994)’ then the sentence should make perfect sense if read aloud with that 

reference omitted. This does not apply if the sentence is constructed with the 

reference as part of the sentence (as in ‘As detailed by Leighton (1994), the 

stiffness of the gas…’). Neither you nor your referencing software should place the 

reference at the end of the sentence after the full stop: the last thing in the sentence 

should always be a full stop, question mark… or exclamation mark (although I 

never want to see those). 

 

19. In the body of the text, never write “is described in [Leighton, 1994]” where you 

should have written “is described by Leighton [1994]”. Please do not write “is 

described by Leighton [Leighton, 1994]”. Refer to people as people, and papers as 

papers – do not confuse the two. 

 

20. Do not cite something just because it is convenient and you think it justifies your 

neglecting a difficult complication in your work. If it makes your life easier to 

state that ‘X will not be a problem’, then it is not good science to find an old 

reference [Y] that, interpreted one way for a very different set of experimental 

conditions, might allow you to take their conclusions out of context to justify your 

writing ‘X will not be a problem [Y]’. 

 

21. If ever you state that something remains constant, say what is changing as it 

remains constant. If ever you say that something is different, say what you are 

comparing it to.  

 

22. Newspapers often run stories about how it is now acceptable to drop certain rules 

of grammar because words are entering into common usage. Do not believe this. 

You write an essay to gain credit from the reader, and if they do not agree with 

common usage, you will not gain points by telling them they are wrong. The 

following rules give some examples of grammar rules which are not acceptable to 

drop for items I mark.  

 

23. It is now being claimed that we do not need to distinguish between ‘whom’ and 

‘who’. This is equivalent to saying to you not need to distinguish between ‘she’ 

and ‘her’, or between ‘he and him’. Tarzan might say ‘Tarzan, him strong man’ 

but you know it is incorrect to do so. If you context is about ‘him/her’, then use 

‘whom’. If the context is about ‘he/she’, then use ‘who’.  

 

24. Do not split infinitives (i.e. place a word – usually an adverb – between ‘to’ and 

the infinitive verb). Some people do not mind them, but if your examiner is one of 

the people that objects to them, then if you split infinitives the examiner will be 

less in a mood to give you benefit of the doubt elsewhere. 

 

25. If you write ‘due to’. (i) Read the sentence out loud with ‘caused by’ in place of 

‘due to’. (ii) Then try reading it again using ‘as a result of’ = ‘because of’ = ‘owing 

to’ and use whichever fits. Both (i) and (ii) cannot be correct 

 

26. Do not use colloquial terms, and never use contractions like “doesn’t”. 

 

27. Know the difference between commonly confused terms like ‘effect’ and ‘affect’; 

and between ‘practise’ and ‘practice’. 



 

28. If you are in doubt as to whether a word in a sentence should be ‘which’ or ‘that’, 

and both seem equally usable to you, then use ‘which’ if it is preceded by a 

comma, and use ‘that’ if it is not. 

 

29. Photographs need scale bars. If you can, place a ruler next to the object you are 

photographing. If you do not have this in the image, explain in the caption the size 

of a clear feature, or the width of the image frame. Ensure multiple panels are 

labelled [(a), (b), (c)] and if they come from a movie, state the time stamp 

corresponding to each frame in the caption.  

 

30. An examiner will never trust an assertion by a student, so back all your up by 

either citing prior literature (though see rule 18), or referring specifically to the 

figure and section number of your thesis that gives the evidence and outlines the 

argument in detail. Do not say ‘as shown later/earlier’ – give the specific section 

number.  

 

31. Words like ‘might’, ‘may’ and ‘could’ are usually warning signs to an examiner. It 

means that the student observed something unexpected, thought of the first 

candidate subject that came into their head, and attributes the effect to that (like a 

court locking up the first suspect the policeman thinks of). If you come up with a 

possible explanation, test it, first by putting the numbers in to check your theory 

might cause a shift in the observed direction and of roughly the right size, and then 

test it by experiment.  

 

32. Plagiarism will put you in line for a fail, and rightly so. Plagiarists usually quote 

someone else who has reviewed several sources, pretending they reviewed these 

sources: you should read the original sources and come to your own conclusions, 

and add a reference to the review that led you to those sources, explaining that it 

did. Sometimes you find someone’s else’s words so perfect or authoritative that 

you want to convey that to the reader, so explain that you are quoting someone 

(e.g. by writing ‘Quoting Smith (1999)…’) and then place the quoted passage in 

quotation marks, and if it is more than a couple of lines, set it in its own paragraph, 

inset from the margins, perhaps using italics, to clearly show that it is a quote. 

Perhaps the most justifiable copying is when you wish to copy out someone else’s 

derivation (a string of related equations) to the reader, for example to make clear 

the underlying physical assumptions hidden in the maths. If so, state at the outset 

‘Following the derivation of Smith (1999)…’ 

 

33. Be consistent in style used for heading, equations, Tables, and figure captions. In 

general avoid underlining except for web pages. Use bold, capitals, italics, and font 

size only to distinguish heading types. All the text other than the above should use 

the same style (font, size, line spacings, justification, paragraph indent etc.). 

 

34. Hate your own theories. Do everything you can to show them to be wrong. 

Scientists have a tendency to love their theories and be protective of them, which 

is completely the wrong attitude. You want to be the person to disprove them, 

because you look like a poor scientist if you publish a theory as if you believe it, 

and someone else disproves it. 

 

35. The order of your sections and subsections should be Introduction, Materials and 

methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusions, (with then a Future Work section for a 

PhD thesis but combine that in with the Conclusions for papers), with subdivisions 

if you have simulations, lab and field trials…and having set that up, keep the right 

material to the right section. 



 

36. Write so that someone 50 years from now could try to replicate your experiment. 

How important is that? Ask yourself, what are we looking for in examining your 

thesis? Evidence that you can master the experimental/numerical method to get 

new data… Evidence that you test new and important scenarios… Evidence that 

you can collect and interpret the data without mistakes…all of these, but also 

evidence that you can concisely write up all your work in a way such that it tells a 

clear story, and does so in such a way that someone who gets your report 50 years 

from now, with no other info, can replicate your experiments and compare their 

numbers meaningfully with yours (and I wrote 'compare your numbers' for a 

reason .... if the numbers on your graph axis or greyscale are not SI units, there is a 

good chance they cannot unit you are hugely self-critical in explain how those 

numbers were calculated). For this reason, examining how clearly you write is as 

least as important as looking at your results. 

 

37. There will come a point when you have revised your thesis so many times that you 

just want it over with, but I am saying you have not got it into fit state for 

submission. You will be tempted just to go ahead and submit, to get it off your 

desk, without doing what I ask. That is your choice. But if you do that, your 

supervisor can no longer help you. From the moment you submit, the supervisor 

cannot take a role. What happens after submission is up to your internal and 

external examiner. If the external is annoyed by something, even as cosmetic as 

poor English, and says a rewrite is necessary, you cannot amend the thesis and 

send him/her another copy. You are examined on the version you submit first time 

around, and your supervisor cannot help you any more. This is not like submitting 

a ‘best I can do in the time’ version and hoping the Examiners will sort out any 

further changes. So think carefully about submitting when your supervisor says the 

thesis needs further work.  

 

38. Read the final pdf and make sure equations do not convert into squares etc and 

captions do not tip over the page. 

 

39. The examiners independently mark the thesis without knowing any opinions from 

the other examiner or the supervisor. This influences them hugely before the viva. 

This means you must treat your PhD as if you are being judged on the thesis alone. 

The thesis does not care that you must submit by a certain date in order to be able 

to tell a job interview panel that you have submitted… or to overcome visa 

problems, or because you are tired of working on it and just wanted to have it over 

with. There is no excuse that will cover any failing in a thesis. Nobody will want to 

hear that your equipment was broken, that you had a computer crash and lost a 

chapter. Overcoming such as these to produce a good thesis is an expected skill for 

a PhD. Above all, the examiners will not want to hear that the thesis could have 

been better if you had delayed submitting it, but you had to submit by a certain 

date in order to apply for a job, or take a holiday you had paid for, or propose to a 

sweetheart. None of that counts. The examiners will be furious if you passed errors 

on to them to find, if you make them proof read your thesis or correct errors in 

grammar. Similarly, it is not your supervisor’s job to correct your spelling and 

grammar. If you need to, pay someone else to do that. Even if your supervisor is 

kind and will do it for you, it will mean that it will take them 6 months instead of 3 

weeks to get your thesis back to you.  

 

40. When you write “source and receiver”, do not place hyphens between ‘source’ and 

‘and’ and ‘and’ and ‘receiver’. 

 


